ACROSS

1) Fluid accumulation 39) Quickly, on memos
6) Sicily neighbor 40) Sana'a is its capital
11) Rest-cure site 42) Pavarotti was one
14) It's often dressed for dinner 44) Part of a man's formal wear
15) "He's ___ nowhere man ..." 45) Gets accustomed (to)
16) Beer holder 47) Lie comfortably
17) Dairy section selection 49) Lives
19) Skater Midori 51) Hot compresses
20) Silent performers 52) Word with "food" or "group"
21) Baltimore's "Yards" 53) British racecourse site
23) Siepi of opera 55) Tuna variety
26) Old slavery class 56) Scan and omit
27) It's just above a foot 61) Marino of football fame
28) Doc 62) Human bodies' trunks
29) 1501, to Caesar 63) One-on-one beneficiary
30) Yucatan fiber export 64) Film director Lee
32) Percentage 65) Mocking expression
35) Knitter's direction 66) Tobacco pipe parts
37) One of Moses' spies in Canaan

DOWN

1) Long and winding road shape 39) Quickly, on memos
2) Former US terr. 40) Sana'a is its capital
3) Manning of the NFL 42) Pavarotti was one
4) Cat or man 44) Part of a man's formal wear
5) Finds wonderful 45) Gets accustomed (to)
6) Created 47) Lie comfortably
7) Some chairs lack them 49) Lives
8) Hawaiian keepsake 51) Hot compresses
9) Sprinkled with baby powder 52) Word with "food" or "group"
10) Soluble salts 53) British racecourse site
11) Slam on the brakes 55) Tuna variety
12) Actor Falk 56) Scan and omit
13) Ecstasy's opposite 61) Marino of football fame
18) Like ipecac 62) Human bodies' trunks
22) Coffee-chocolate mix 63) One-on-one beneficiary
23) Amusingly outlandish 64) Film director Lee
24) Give qualities to 65) Mocking expression
25) Breaking out into fights 66) Tobacco pipe parts
26) Lady of Troy 39) Quickly, on memos
28) Stags and boars 40) Sana'a is its capital
31) Fills and then some 42) Pavarotti was one
33) Employee's goal 44) Part of a man's formal wear
34) They're heavier than foils 45) Gets accustomed (to)
36) 1917 revolutionary 47) Lie comfortably
38) Beet soup (Var.) 49) Lives
41) They like to be debriefed 51) Hot compresses
43) Zingers 52) Word with "food" or "group"
46) Think, colloquially 53) British racecourse site
48) Irritated 54) Use a mixing spoon
49) ____ book (be literate) 55) Tuna variety
50) Allen or Hawke 56) Scan and omit
53) Altar end of a church 61) Marino of football fame
54) Use a mixing spoon 62) Human bodies' trunks
57) Red-faced emotion 63) One-on-one beneficiary
58) Sport- ____ (off-road vehicle) 64) Film director Lee
59) Jeweler's item 65) Mocking expression
60) "For ____ a jolly good ..." 66) Tobacco pipe parts